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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

            In  this  chapter,  the  researcher  presents  the  conclusion  of  the  research  to

answered the statement of problem and suggestion for English teacher, the

students and researcher.

A. Conclusion

            Based on the result of analysis in the previous chapter, the writer can

conclude that:

1. The use of series picture can help improve the writing ability of students.

Serial picture was suitable media to improve writing ability. So, students

can develop their stories based on the picture freely. In the case, students

can learn how to write stories in completes sentences and able to produce

stories.

2. The use of series picture can stimulate and share their  idea to write.  So

They can produce recount text easily.

3. The use of serial picture able to encourage motivation to learning

English. Teaching writing use serial pictures encourage them to write. It

can create students' enjoy feeling in the writing process and create fun

environment. Despitefully, the use of series picture can help memorize

vocabulary. Based on opinion of Badru Zaman that presentation of

transferring information was 75% using eyes sensory (visual).
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4. Based  on  the  observation,  that  the  result  of  the  writing  test  1  show  70

score whereas in the result of writing test 2 show 76. It means that there

improving writing ability of students and the student of the class able to

pass standar of scale score.

B. Suggestion

            Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to offer some

suggestions, they are

1. For  teacher  should  use  series  picture  to  give  motivation  so  that  the

students able to follow the lesson and more focus.

2. The professionalitas major factor in determined the success of students.

3. The researcher should explained what recount text first before asking

students produce recount text.

4. The researcher hope that there will be many researchers who interested

in learn some other methods in teaching a recount text writing

effectively in the future.


